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An evil dragon is terrorizing the countryside, killing the livestock and burning the fields! Can you
protect the villagers?A dark faction of wizards is trying to take control of the High Council of the
City, one Lord at a time! Can you stop them?An army of ferocious lizardmen is amassing in the
swamps to the north, demanding an ancient magical stone taken from their people ages ago.
Can you be the hero to find it and bring peace before their warriors flood your land?Role playing
games have, for many years, allowed you to make your own story, and write your own tale! Don’t
just read it, or watch it, but play it and make it happen yourself!Fantasy Role Playing Gaming is
more than just fun, it can help your family and friends bond tigther! The Hero’s Tale is all about
that, with a game system designed to facilitate great adventures and real learning. Its system is
more streamlined and story-focused so you can cut through the rules to get to the excitement!
Find:Cooperation and teamworkChoices and consequencesThe power of your own
imaginationLife skills in an exciting, but safe space!It’s why we say: Roll Dice! Build Character!
TheHerosTale.com
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Author’s Welcome, Rants, Skip to page 15Introduction, the FirstI love Fantasy. I always have.
Some of the earliest books in my life, like the Hobbit, The Chronicles of Prydain, and the Deryni
Chronicles were fantasies. As I progressed into my teens and early twenties, I eagerly read even
more, like the Dragonriders of Pern, Thomas Covenant the Unbeliever, and Gormenghast.That
was the time in my life that I discovered Dungeons and Dragons and other Tabletop Role-Playing
Games. I’ve been with the games for many iterations and changes. First Edition, Basic and
Advanced D&D, 3rd Edition... I’ve played so many others on the side, too, like Boot Hill, Traveller,
Gamma World/Metamorphosis Alpha, Marvel Super-Heroes, and Top Secret. Most recently, and
most importantly, I’ve enjoyed playing TTRPGs with my sons, and even moreso enjoyed the
development of this game, The Hero’s Tale, which you now hold in your hand. My hope is that, if
you love Fantasy like I do, and you love your family like I do, you’ll find some fun ways to blend
those two worlds and really love them both!Enjoy!Introduction, the SecondWhy do we need
another RPG?What follows here is a little bit of me explaining how I came to play Tabletop Role-
Playing Games, and how my sons and I developed The Hero’s Tale. It’s kind of a personal
journey and explanation. It summarizes why I think the world needs yet one more Tabletop Role
Playing Game, and why I think ours is a good one to play. If you want, you can just jump ahead
into the game and how it’s played by reading starting at page 15.Otherwise, please forgive my



self-indulgence for a moment.Way back in the day, when I was a teenager, a friend of mine
introduced me to this cool new game he had just bought called "Dungeons and Dragons". We
were thrilled by it, and both of us started playing regularly. As a game, it was a totally new
paradigm. Instead of happening on a game board or a map, it was based in your imagination.
You pretended to be characters in a party of medieval fantasy adventurers, and you fought and
wizarded your way through dungeons, killing monsters and collecting loot.It was also the first
game I'd ever played where you didn't "win", because you just survived and grew. You could
"lose" if you died, but you never really "won". Some of my friends would look at it and say, "how
do you win?" because that's usually what people want to know about playing a game. But in
reality, in role-playing games, you win by having a great time making a cool story.This was at a
point very early on in the history of the game. As I grew up playing more and more, later editions
of the game became more elaborate and thorough, bringing with them more and more extensive
rule books.It was a large part of the reason why my high school and early college grades were
so bad. I was more into gaming than I was studying. I was a total geek. The problem was that,
unlike today, "geek" was not even close to "cool".Not only did D&D get in the way of my
schooling, but it clashed with my religion and often with my own blossoming spirituality as well.
As it became more popular, and more well-known, many people handled it badly (including
many of the players), and it often got a reputation as something evil, or satanic.In spite of all this,
I often look back at my gaming life and friends and say that it is what helped keep me stable
during the normally tumultuous teen years. I was with a group where I was accepted, and my
need for creativity, weirdness, and exploration was encouraged and valued. Who needs drugs?
Then, soon after that came married life and adulthood (jobs, etc) filling my life with practical
reality. There wasn't time to devote to finding a good adventure group and developing stories,
dungeons, and adventures.As I became more and more wrapped up in “real life”, especially as
children and their attendant responsibilities came, I often looked back at my gaming life. Though
I had many wonderful memories, there were certain things that nagged at me. These were things
that also made me uncomfortable about D&D in particular, and even about role-playing in
general.For example:The Focus on Fighting over Story and CharacterAll too often, our
adventures degenerated into die-rolling sword-slash fests, and the victors would be determined
more by the dice than any really strategic or creative problem solving. The winner was the
biggest, the baddest, and with the most plusses on their magic sword.I had already been playing
the game for many years before I had an adventure campaign that was truly based on
storytelling. I wish I could say that I was the Game Master for that one, but I have to give props to
my friend Rick, who did a fabulous job of setting scenes, encouraging interaction, and carrying
real character development, not just adding up experience points. That was, sadly, a rare
experience.It's true that this aspect of the game is more related to those playing it, but I also feel
that the intricacies and detailed nature of the rules of D&D created a situation where storytelling
was de-emphasized. The system itself also had greater rewards for fighting and conquest than
for making a memorable tale.The System for Magic, Spells, and DeitiesI had three problems



with the way Magic was handled in D&D. One was that each type of spellcaster had a list of
detailed and unique spells that he/she could choose from. They each did very specific things,
and nothing else. It was very clear to everyone playing, from the GM to the newest beginner,
what each spell did. This didn't allow for much creativity on the part of the player to create clever
solutions to problems and situations.Another problem I had was the details of the spells as set
out in the rules. Each spell could have a verbal, somatic, and/or a physical component, many of
which were written out and listed in the rules. This kinda gave me a strange feeling as a religious
man because it began to look like a magic instruction book to me. In my mind, I could dismiss it
as "just a game", but that level of detail bothered me.A third problem dealt primarily with the
Clerical spells. These were the healing and other abilities that were granted to the characters by
deities. This was the internal religion of the game. In order to "charge up" their spell lists, the
cleric character had to spend so much time each day meditating or praying to his/her chosen
mythological deity. These were derived from all kinds of sources, and in many cases were even
evil. Clearly, as a religious man, having any of the players around me praying to a demon in order
to get their spells was a bit disconcerting, even if it was "just in the game".The Alignment
SystemWhich also leads me to the next issue that troubled me: the Alignment system. This
allowed players to decide if they were going to be, essentially, good guys or bad guys. I can still
remember a long, extended campaign adventure that I GM'ed of all evil characters. Eventually,
role playing turned to mistrust and infighting, and several real-life friendships (of many years)
were almost destroyed in the proces. It was quite traumatic, and it took our group a long time to
pick up the pieces. At that point, I swore to myself that I would never play an evil character, nor to
GM for evil characters again.Part of the problem with the playing of evil or even neutral
characters is that the GM is not always prepared to nor interested in implementing
consequences for evil behavior. Even though killing people brings the wrath of other people, that
can often distract from an existing story line, bog it down, or simply require additional tracking
and effort. It's often easier to just let it go. As a result, players can have a great time being
dominant and powerful, spreading mayhem and taking whatever they want with very little
negative results. With the wrong GM, the game can actually teach that it's exciting and fun to be
evil.The Overall Complexity and InflexibilityMy final problem was the intricate detail of the rules.
At first, it was fun reading through all of the spells and the monster listings (that was a
completely bound book, in and of itself - the Monster Manual), but in the end it was frustrating
because the players could access it as well. If I, as the GM, threw a scene at them with two
Hobgoblins and twelve Orcs, they knew immediately the strengths and weaknesses of their
opponents. And, if I did something wrong, or made a judgement call, they were quick to point out
that I had done it wrong, and that according to this table on page 212 of the Dungeon Master's
Guide, THIS was how it SHOULD have worked.Ultimately, it was still a great game that I loved
playing. But all of these things nagged at me over the years, and I finally decided that it was
good that I stopped playing. Besides, I spent some time enjoying miniatures gaming, and then I
discovered Magic: the Gathering, so I still was quite the gamer.I was, however, not prepared for



how to answer the next challenge: My kids!How We Fixed the Problems, I HopeSo, many years
before this, my kids had begun to play various games with me. They started with video games,
and then started to include tabletop games, like the Pokemon CCG, and Yu-Gi-Oh. That was
about the same time that I was getting involved in Magic, the Gathering, too.Soon after, they
began asking if they could play Dungeons and Dragons. I was a bit nervous for all of the reasons
that I spelled out above. It really has the potential to teach impressionable children the wrong
concepts. On the other hand, it can also teach teamwork and goodness. It can enhance creative
thinking and problem solving, and give opportunities to experience making choices.In that
sense, role-playing games are very much like life. What you get out of it depends very much on
what you put into it. I definitely didn't want them to be playing under a GM that didn't understand
this, or the nature of consequences for acts and choices. But then, did I really want to be the GM
for a system where I had so many fundamental problems?Time went by, and every so often, my
kids would remind me how much they wanted to try it out. Finally, in July of 2014, I decided that I
would make an RPG system that would deal with my fears and issues, and still allow us to have
a great time bonding and playing. I wrote out a few quick pages of ideas, rules, and tables, and
we got started playing our first game of what became The Hero’s Tale!Jakoh and DarkstarMy
youngest son was a High-Elven prince, Jakoh of Emberfire, and was sent by his father to travel
to the Dwarven Mountains and negotiate trade for High Silver. However, he was fed up with the
life of the nobility and snuck away with his horse in the night. He met up with Darkstar of
Umbrawood, a rogue wood elf outcast (my older son). After an initial struggle, DarkStar agreed
to take Jakob to the central human city of Twynne Rivers. As they avoided the High-elf king’s
men searching for Jakob, they were surprised and attacked by Lizardfolk and defeated them
using both blades and magic. In search of Jakoh’s horse, they found a lizardfolk settlement. As a
lizardfolk commander rode in on a large lizard and led away a group marching to battle, Darkstar
noted his markings. Darkstar also noticed that many of the lizardfolk were wearing tattered and
damaged wood elven cloaks. Jakoh and Darkstar attacked the remaining lizardfolk and
defeated them. In the process of the fight, the two of them freed some captive wood elves, and
a human merchant’s son, named Matthew Gregon (played by my older son’s best friend). They
soon discovered that the Lizardfolk were in league with the eastern dwarves, plotting to attack
Twynne Rivers and Umbrawood City. The missing Staff of the Magi had to be returned to the
High Elf king, and the rising dragon lord had to be defeated. It was an exciting first few gaming
sessions, and we were thrilled. After about a three-month extended campaign, the Dragons, the
Dwarves, and the Khelnar were defeated, the Elves and the Humans were united, and peace
was restored. Their heroism and originality are now preserved, thanks to artist Abagail Crangle,
in the front cover of this book! Then, with that adventure completed, we all started into a new
story right away.A couple of years later, the game rules, Edition 1.0, were written and published.
The rules themselves have undergone significant revisions over time, as the core keeps getting
more and more balanced. The adventures we've been playing have continued to grow and
develop. We’ve finally come to this, Edition 2.0, a fast, fun, streamlined, story- and character-



driven game.It has been a wonderful bonding experience with me and my sons, along with their
friends, and we'll continue to work on it. I also hope it brings the same fun and togetherness to
your family and friends.We’ve created a game that, we feel, has met our goals and our needs.
It’s fast-playing and streamlined for my kids. It’s story-driven. And it’s Family-friendly. You may or
may not agree with my opinions and my beliefs, but I hope you will find the game fun, even
still.Roll dice, build character!-Mark HansenWith Brendon Hansen and Jacob HansenA more
elaborate description of my journey, along with ideas about using role-playing games as a tool
for raising great kids can be found in my book, “Roll Dice, Build Character - Thoughts on Faith,
Family, and Fantasy Role-Playing Games”. It’s available at TheHerosTale.comThe Hero’s
TaleOverview of the GameHow Role-Playing Games WorkA role-playing game (RPG) is a
unique kind of gaming experience. In general, all of the players pretend to be a character to help
to make up a story in some kind of environment. That doesn't really clear anything up, does it?
It's really difficult to define. Maybe it would be better to “show” you. Let's take a look at our
opening story adventure with Jakoh of Emberfire, and DarkStar of Umbrawood, mentioned in the
introduction and see just how it might play on the tabletop. Here’s the scene where Jakoh
stumbles into DarkStar in the Umbrawood Forest. As you read this sample, remember that we
will be explaining all of the rules, rolls, and game mechanics as you go on through the book,
here. For now, just try to imagine the story, and imagine the flow at the tabletop.We begin with
DarkStar, a novice character. He's a male wood elf with an aggressive attitude, a high dexterity,
and mental and shadow powers. The Narrator (NR) begins: NR: You've been traveling through
the thick of Umbrawood forest. Even though you're originally from the forest, it's been a lot of
years that you spent in the city of Twynne Rivers, so it still feels a little unfamiliar. The trees are
growing tightly spaced together, and there’s a lot of underbrush getting in your way. After a rough
start, you remember things like how to avoid the bladeferns. It's getting to be night and it's
growing dark. Some of the animal calls are things you don't recognize right away. You come
across a spot where there aren’t as many trees, and you can even see the bright moon between
some clouds. You're getting tired. What do you do?The player that's playing DarkStar (DS)
responds:DS: I'll find some dark brush by a tree and cover up underneath it. I'll use my dark
cloak as a cover and my "stealth" ability. When a player attempts an action that comes from an
ability, they have to roll and see if it succeeds.NR: Roll that. It'll be normal difficulty. DS rolls a 20-
sided die, and gets a 14, which easily succeeds. The Narrator makes a mental note that DS is
hard to see.NR: You nestle yourself deep into the brush and the shadows, covered up by your
dark cloak. You drift off to sleep, and after a while you're awakened by a loud noise rustling
through the brush. What do you do?DS: Where is it coming from?NR: From about fifteen to
twenthy feet from your right. You can't see what it is yet, but it's making a lot of noise. DS: Under
my cloak I'll ready my daggers and I'll set myself to jump up.NR: Suddenly, out of the brush, a
figure stumbles. It reaches out to catch its balance. You can see that the cloak it’s wearing is light
colored and finely made. It looks out of place in the forest. You catch a whiff of a smell, like a
cologne. It steps further into the clearing and you see that it’s leading a horse. This is Jakoh of



Emberfire, another novice character. He’s a high elven mage with beginning skills in several
power types.DS: I'll watch it for a moment.NR (To the player for Jakoh): You stumble into a very
small clearing in the forest, with a bit of moonlight shining down. What do you do? The Narrator
had already established with JK that he was trying to escape from a high elven convoy while
traveling through Umbrawood.JK: Did I lose the soldiers? Was I followed?NR: Maybe. You can't
tell.JK: I listen closely.NR: Roll your Perception skill. It’ll be normal difficulty.JK: (He rolls) Nuts. A
6.NR: All you hear is the forest sounds, the animals, and the wind in the trees. (To DS) When the
figure stops to listen, he takes off the hood of his cloak. He's elven, and from the markings on his
cloak, you see that he's a high elf. Jakoh, make a Social roll, to see what your first impression is.
The Narrator can see that this is now going to be a full scene in the story, just as he had set up.
On his tracking sheet, he gives each character a Story Point for being in the scene.JK rolls an 8,
and has no social bonuses.NR: ..so DarkStar is not very impressed.DS: ..and high elves and
wood elves don't get along... I jump up from the bushes and attack! I’ll rush at him with my
dagger and slash forward!JK: Hey! The Narrator sighs as he makes a note. He thinks that an
unprovoked attack like that could cost DS karma points later on.NR (to DS): Since you're hidden,
you'll get a first attack. It's normal difficulty. Roll it!DS rolls an 8, and, after adding in his bonuses,
still doesn't have enough to make 13, so he misses. NR: You lunge at the elf, and your dagger
flashes in the moonlight, but you had a long way to go to get to him and your footing wasn’t solid,
so you get nothing but air as he easily steps back. OK, now we’ll start a new round. Who wants
to act in the first Phase? Remember that it will be harder to hit because of the Aggro Mod.DS: I
don’t care! I’ll attack again! I’ll set my feet, lean in, and stab at his gut! This time he rolls a 15.
This normally would have been a solid hit, but the Aggro Mod for the first phase of fighting
makes it harder, so a 15 barely hits, even without any bonuses. NR: That’s a close hit. How are
you defending, Jakoh?JK: I whip my own Dagger from its sheath and parry to the side! JK rolls a
defensive roll and gets a 17. He only needed an 11 because the Aggro Mod in phase 1 makes it
easier for him to defend. So, that makes it a really good block. NR: DarkStar strikes at you. You
pull out your dagger and block. The hit does no damage, but it knocks you back and you slip,
almost losing your footing. Would you like your Reaction strike?JK: No, I’ll act in phase 2, so it’s
easier.NR: Good idea. It is phase 2, now, what’s your action?JK: I'm going to use Light Shaping
powers to create a wall of light and push him back away from me. I'll hold him against a tree.NR
(Checking the will point chart): That'll be more than simple magic. You’ll have to go heroic. It will
cost 4 will points, and it will be challenging difficulty (a 15). Roll to see if it works!JK marks off his
WP, then picks up his die. He rolls an 12. Not enough.JK: My light power skill gives me +1, and
my Awareness ability gives me +1. That's 14. I'll use a Karma Point to make it 15 for a
challenging roll!NR: OK, it works, barely! Light leaps from your fingertips and stretches out
before you, forming a glowing barrier between you and DarkStar. It starts to move toward him.
DarkStar is thrown back and temporarily blinded by the light, but he takes no damage. The
Narrator makes a mental note that the soldiers chasing Jakoh might also see a sudden bright
light shining out of the forest. JK (to DS): Who are you, and why did you attack me?DS: I get to



my feet and ask what business an arrogant High Elf has in the forestlands of the wood elves. JK:
I'm trying to escape the High Elves! I don't like them, either! I need to get to Twynne Rivers!DS:
Twynne Rivers? I just came from there! As the two players engage in discussion, the Narrator
notes that they were not only creative in their negotiations, but they stopped the fight. That could
be good for them.NR: Both of you make a normal perception roll. Each player does, adds in their
bonuses, and succeeds.NR: You both hear hoofbeats and shouting from a distance...Do Jakoh
and DarkStar learn to work together? Is Jakoh captured by the soldiers? Why would the King of
the High Elves of Emberfire want to capture Jakoh? Why had DarkStar been away from his
homeland for so long? Will they survive the attack on the fearsome lizardfolk?This is how the
adventure builds. The Narrator sets the scene, and the players respond. Then, the Narrator
responds again, and the story progresses. The Narrator is not opposed to the players, and the
players are not necessarily opposed to each other. They all work together to move the narrative
along.Even though there are papers and maps and character sheets, as well as dice and tables,
the game really happens in the minds and hearts of the players. Instead of just reading a fantasy
adventure in a book, the group engages in one, all following it as it flows from the Narrator, and
leading it as they make choices!This is how tabletop role-playing works.For more samples of
play, watch the videos at TheHerosTale.comThe Role of the PlayersThe player in the game is the
most important part. A lot of the responsibility is on the Game Master (In The Hero’s Tale, from
here on, we refer to him or her as “The Narrator”), but the whole reason for the game is the
players. The world and the milieu is meaningless if there is no-one to live out a story in it.It’s
good, but not absolutely necessary, for the players to get familiar with the rules and flow of play,
outlined starting on page 19. A good Narrator can guide and assist novice players. The players
should NOT, however, read the part in the reference section of the book that has all of the
instructions on the adventure. There lie spoilers! Really, If the players were to find out things in
advance, it wouldn’t ruin the game, but it wouldn’t be as suspenseful or as much fun,
either.Then, each player will need to have a character. There are a few ways to do this. In the
reference section, there are some premade characters. You can look them over and choose the
character you want to play. That will get you into the game quickly, but it’s not as much fun as
creating your own. That’s the second way. Making your own from scratch, with just a gem of your
own imagination is a great way to really engage with the game, but it does take a little more
time. A Third way to make a character is a sort of hybrid between the other two methods. In the
reference section, there is a collection of generic character templates. These are some basic
character types, but they have no names or backgrounds. You can choose one of these, and by
dreaming up a backstory and spending just a few more Story Points, have a quick, but still
customized character to run with. Look for all of these resources starting on page 153.While
you’re making or choosing your character, pay special attention to the backstories and the
personality quirks. These will help you choose a character idea that excites and fascinates you,
as well as help you get “into character” later, when the game starts.Once you’ve got your
character ready, and you’ve gone over the basic rules, you can play the game! Pick up your



pencil and your 20-sider, and let’s roll!The Role of the NarratorAs the Narrator (our name for the
Game Master) of the day, you’ll have a lot of responsibility. Like the players, you’ll want to get
familiar with the basic play rules, but you’ll actually need to be an even more careful student.
You’ll be the one making judgment calls and adjudications based on the rules. You’ll hear what
the players are attempting to do in the story and in combat, and you’ll decide the difficulty level.
You’ll hear what the players want to do when they go heroic, and you’ll decide the Will Point
(WP) costs. Don’t worry if you make some mistakes and bad calls along the way. That’s normal.
You just keep moving on. However, you’re more likely to feel confident in your calls if you’re well
versed in the rules.If you’re using our included adventure module (“The Haunted Abby of
Haffenberg” page 182), you’ll also want to be very familiar with the adventure, including the
scenes, the maps, and the NPCs (Non-Player Characters). Being familiar with the strengths and
weaknesses of the monsters and opponents will help you make the conflict scenes
challenging.If you’re using one of your own adventure ideas, you’ll want to know all the same
things, except in this case, you’ll be the one making it all up! That’s a lot more work, but it’s also
more fun and satisfying. Fortunately, there are a lot of resources here in this book to help you
with that as well.Then, once you’ve been able to study these two things, you’ll dive in, grab your
dice, and start the tale! Bring on the Story Points!What follows here are general summaries of
how the game of The Heroes Tale is played. Read these parts first. They will help you know what
to expect as you make your character and start into the adventure. Then the following section of
the book will spell out the details of the rules and the game mechanics. Summary: Making A
Character To get the game started, the players will need the characters that they will pretend to
be in the game. If you choose to make your own, here’s the basics of how that’s done.In many
role-playing games, this is done by rolling dice to determine their numerical stats or attributes,
then choosing a class and race, followed by skills and spells. Then, players spend their coins,
usually gold pieces, to buy their equipment. Finally, if a player is really invested in the character,
they might create a personality and a backstory for their persona.In The Hero’s Tale, we flip that
process around. You first come up with a summary, or a concept for the hero they want to play. At
first, it’s a simple idea which will be embellished later on in the process. Here are a few
examples:A giantish fighter who actually loves to read history and study maps. He carries a big
war hammer, but would really rather negotiate his way out of a pinch.An elvish wizard who loves
to play pranks. He likes illusions, but when he has to fight, he uses fire!A human rogue girl who
tries to protect the street kids that beg in the alleys of her city. She knows a little bit of magic, but
mostly, she just sneaks.A young wood elven lady who loves to “feel one with the spirit of the
forest”, who finds herself confused and alone in the capital city. She has to learn to find the
nature in the city so she can draw in the magic!Any of these could be a lot of fun to play. In
creating the concept, you can identify the gender and ethnicity of their character, as well as
personality traits and motivations. You create backstories, either simple or elaborate, to set the
stage for an adventurous life. You are going to be a part of, a character in, an epic and fantastical
story. It’s best to start with an idea rather than with numbers! But numbers are still necessary.



Once you know your concept, you can begin to create the data, the statistical information that
helps you to play that character in the mechanics of the game. You begin this process by
choosing a story role. This will help you determine how you will interact with the other characters
in the adventure. The Leader: The driving force behind the adventure. The main protagonist.The
Lancer: The one that backs the leader, or maybe competes with the leader...The Heart: The glue
that holds everyone together. The one that helps everyone feel like a team.The Smart One: The
team member that figures everything out, and knows how to take down the bad guys.The Big
One: Strong and tough, and maybe a bit stubborn, the big one is the rock that the party relies on
to keep pushing forward.Then, you choose a combat role:Offense: The one that jumps into the
fray, dealing damage and cutting through the lines.Tank: The line of defense. They can stand in
the way and take the damage so the others can get the job done.Support: The support will heal
you when you’re down, buff you when you’re feeling weak, and maybe even do a bit of damage,
but probably from a distance.We’ll look at these roles in much more detail later. The role you
choose will help determine some core abilities that your character can have, abilities that will
greatly impact your character’s play style.Once the roles are chosen, you set up your character’s
attributes. These will become modifiers to the die rolls you get to make in the progress of the
game. They are:Strength - ST - A representation of physical strength.Dexterity - DX - A
representation of nimbleness, balance, quickness, Fortitude - FT - A measure of both physical
and personal endurance, and of health and ability to resist illness and toxins.Awareness - AW -
A representation of knowledge, perception, alertness, ability to make choices.Social - SC - A
measure of how adept and comfortable a character is in social interactions. A representation of
charm, persuasiveness, deception, and intuition.These attributes are noted by a + or a - to the
die roll. If a character has a strength of +2, for example, then any attempt to lift a rock would have
2 added to the die roll for the results.Next, you flesh out your character by “purchasing” traits and
skills. Your character begins the game with Story Points (usually 25 for the start of a new
adventure) and you spend them to acquire the skills your character will have. All of the players
will get more story points as the game progresses, allowing the characters to grow and develop!
Lastly, you can determine their character’s wealth level and equip them with weapons, tools,
supplies, and accessories.Summary: Making a SettingAny good story needs a place to happen!
It’s the Narrator’s job to provide that! Most tabletop RPGs are set in a sort of commonly known
fantasy world, mostly based on medieval England or Europe. This is typically populated with
common hominid races, like humans, elves, dwarves, giants, fairies, along with orcs, goblins,
and many others. Most of these world settings owe their roots to Tolkien’s Middle Earth, but
there are many other variants.As we’ve mentioned, this rule book includes a rough outline of the
world we used to playtest and develop The Hero’s Tale, called Wynne. It’s also the setting for the
novel series, “A Tale of Heroes” (More on that later as well...) Actually, Wynne is not a complete
world, more like a part of a continent. The region is called Wynne, and it probably covers the size
of France, italy, and Germany, if even that. To have a fun adventure, it’s not necessary to have
vast continents with sweeping cities and nations pre-planned. It can be as small as a village and



grow from there. The Narrator should prepare the setting.I’d like to mention that it’s not
necessary for the story to be set in a medieval fantasy world. As we were developing The Hero’s
Tale, we tested the system in many different genre-based settings, like contemporary urban
fantasy and science fiction and space. With slight alterations to the skills lists, this rules system
could be easily adapted for almost anything from steampunk to cyberpunk; prehistory to recent
history; regency to western. Personally, I think it would be cool to try a film noir-style mystery
adventure someday!Once a setting is ready, you (as a group) only need to have a reason to be
together. How do so many disparate characters get in the same place and in the same situation?
Sometimes, that can be put together in the first few sessions of play. Other times, it’s good to just
start out as a group. In the world of Wynne, in the capital of Twynne Rivers, there are many
adventuring guilds. Perhaps the characters are all members of that guild, and have chosen a
task from the jobs board...Summary: The Mechanics of Game Play As you read in the game
overview a few pages ago, the general flow of the game is simple: The Narrator sets the scene
and describes the situation that the players are in. The Narrator describes the actions of the non-
player characters (NPCs) in the setting.The players each describe the actions of their own
characters.If a player describes something that’s a little bit more complicated than breathing,
talking, or walking, something that might fail, the Narrator asks for a roll. The Narrator assigns a
difficulty level to the task (we’ll go through that in detail later) and the player chooses an
appropriate attribute and skill to apply to the roll as bonuses. The player rolls the 20-sided die
and adds in the bonuses. In some cases, whoever the player is acting on might have a
responsive action and roll.The Narrator considers the actions and the numbers rolled, along with
the situation and the personalities of the NPCs. Generally, if the number is higher than the
difficulty that the Narrator assigned, the action succeeds! If it isn’t, then the player might choose
to add in some karma points, if there are any, and alter the roll further. Finally, the Narrator
describes what ends up happening. We call this “rendering” the result. If the roll was just barely
over the target number, it might succeed, but not really well. If the roll was significantly higher
than what was needed for the difficulty, the final result might be really amazing. The same can be
said if the rolls fail, too, but in the opposite direction.If an action is done “to someone else” (more
details on that later, too), then it might require a defensive action and roll. These would also
figure into the actual rendering.Play then moves on to the next thing that happens.The whole
experience should have a very story-telling-like flow. The Narrator starts the story by setting up
the situation. The players describe their actions and responses with as much detail and flair as
they can imagine. The dice are rolled, and the Narrator describes the resulting story, before
moving on to the next bit of action in the story.Each player should be given equal opportunity to
act, respond, and react. Each character should be able to engage in appropriate moments. The
story moves on and keeps growing!Summary: “Time” in The Hero’s TaleTurnsIn most games,
players take turns. It usually goes around in a clockwise circle with each player doing their thing,
one at a time, around and around. RPGs are different. In the normal flow of play, there really isn't
a turn order. Players simply react to the world around them. The general rule, however, is that



everyone describes their actions up to the point where they need to make a roll. At that point,
they make the roll, and it's someone else's "turn". The Narrator can rule if this goes on too long
by either declaring that something attempted requires a roll, or moving on to other characters. At
some times, the Narrator may have to specifically ask a player what his/her character is doing, or
it will default to "standing there watching everyone else act".ScenesRemember that The Hero's
Tale is all about storytelling, and stories have scenes. Anytime things happen contiguously in-
game, that could be defined as a "scene". A scene could be an encounter with a shopkeeper, or
a battle with a band of rogue goblins. A scene does NOT have to be a combat.Story ArcsIdeally,
if time has been managed well, a gaming session will end at a good break in the narrative,
known as the end of the story arc. Maybe the characters defeat the evil wizard in the tower and
return triumphant to their guild inn to heal and collect their pay, or a part of a larger adventure
ends.In between scenes, and arcs, inconsequential time will often pass, as characters cross a
city, wait in an inn, or wander in a desert. This downtime can be simply flashed past. Think of it
as if it were a novel or a movie. If it would be a scene in a book, it’s a scene in the game. If it
would be a walking or training montage in the movie, it’s not a scene in the game. It’s not
imperative to play out every single moment in real game time.As players have their characters
attempt cool things (some that succeed, some that fail), that advance the story line, that help
things move forward, the Narrator makes a note of it. As they do helpful things, like protecting the
defenseless, rescuing the captive, helping those in need, the Narrator makes note of that as
well. Then, at the end of the play session, these notes are counted up and can be used to help
the Narrator assign rewards in the form of Story Points and Karma Points.Summary:
CombatFighting, simply put, is just like any other action. Mostly.In combat, as the player, you still
describe your action (not just stabbing with a spear, but HOW you’re doing the stabbing). Then,
the Narrator decides on the difficulty level, and you roll your dice, adding in any modifiers and
karma points. The defender gets a defensive action, and then the Narrator renders the resulting
storyline. Basically, it’s the same process.But there are two prominent differences between
combat and normal play: 1) how the chaos of a fight is organized so that the fight flows and
every player gets their due turn, and 2) how you get damaged in battle. We’ll go over these in
detail in the next section of the book, but for the moment, let’s give you an overview.A fight is
divided up into “rounds” of three “phases” each. A round is the time allotted for everyone in the
fight to use or waive all of their primary actions. In short, everyone gets to do a thing. Some
characters and some opponents, in some circumstances, get to do two or three things in a
round, but most will do one. These actions can be done in the first phase, but if they are, they
become more difficult. This is called the Aggro Mod. Any actions in the second phase are
treated as normal, and any actions undertaken in the third phase are easier. These adjustments
apply to the player characters AND the opponents as well!Within each phase, “priority” passes
from one side to the other, until all three phases are done and everyone has used all of the
actions they want to. Secondly, as you’re hit, you get to defend yourself. You describe how you’re
trying to dodge, hide, or block the attack, and roll a “defensive roll”. On its simplest face, if your



defensive roll fails, you take direct body damage in the form of “hearts”. If your defensive roll
succeeds, you’re able to avoid the heavy damage and might just take a wound, a bruise, or be
knocked back (or some other impediment). When your health is reduced to 0 hearts, you must
make a morale check, and when your health is in negative numbers, you fall, defeated. Of
course, your opponents face the same rules.Summary: How to Use MagicMagic is a skill that
you purchase with your story points, just like swinging a sword, being socially charming, or
hiding in shadows. Simple magic, like summoning up a flame to light a campfire, or making a
magical candle light to help you read a treasure map in the darkness of the dungeon, can be
done easily, sometimes even without a roll. The better your skill bonus, the more likely your rolls
will succeed, too.One of the more beautiful things about The Hero’s Tale is its flexibility. As a
Narrator, creating your world, your setting, you can create your own magic systems. In this rule
book, we’re going to use the magic system that we developed as we developed the game, for
the Land of Wynne (see page 65). We’d recommend that, at least in your first few games, you
utilize this system. It’s balanced and tested, in many genres and settings, and yet is still very
flexible. Like the other parts of this overview, we’ll go through it in more detail once we get to the
rules. For now, here’s a summary.Magical and other supernatural powers are divided into six
types. When you, as a player, are creating or developing your character, you can choose skill in
any of these types. If you continue to improve your skill, buying more bonuses, and additional will
points (more on that next), you’ll become a powerful wizard. Some characters may focus on
other skills, like fighting, and just have a splash of simple magic skills to enhance their
actions. Here are the magical types to choose from:Light - Creating and shaping things from the
essence of light. Blessing and healing, sometimes attacking.Shadow - Hiding and concealing,
manipulating life and death, creating and understanding the power of toxins and potions.Mental
- Moving things, seeing things, and manipulating things with the power of your mind. Creating
illusions and reaching out to communicate with friends, and see the true auras of your
opponents.Striking - This is the power of fighting! Fire, lighting strikes, and blasts of force.
Charming a blade or a warhammer, strengthening the arm or the kick.Nature - Manipulating
earth, water, and air. Calling on animals, becoming one with the trees. Using the primal forces of
life to heal and restore.Dimensional - Jumping from place to place in the blink of an eye.
Traveling through vast expanses of existence to distant realities. Manipulating those realities to
bend to your will.Summary: Will points, Going HeroicOnce in a while, as a player, you find
yourself in a spot where you really want to do something incredibly epic and amazing. You’ve
seen it in movies, animes, and read about it in novels. You’re in a spot and you want to push it
really hard. Maybe you’re in a dark alley, all alone, facing three rogues who want your coin purse.
You can’t possibly take them all in a straight fight, but if you really go crazy, maybe you can slip
past one, flip off the wall, and attack the other two from behind! Wouldn’t that be cool? Maybe
you’re a wizard, so you don’t have a lot of fighting skills, but you want to help your friends defeat
the dragon before them. You want to fly up and blast away at the dragon from a safe
distance...As game designers, we found we were in a constant struggle to balance these sorts



of exciting epic moments with the realities of actual combat, practical realities, and even the laws
of physics. On the one hand, you want to be able to do these things, because it’s FUN! On the
other hand, you do want a certain sense of realism. In addition, if your character is doing these
sorts of things in every scene and at every moment, then coolness overwhelms the challenge,
and the game becomes too easy. Epic gets boring really fast.So, in The Hero’s Tale, characters
can “Go Heroic”, and do some extreme things in exciting, yet limited ways. Each character has
what are called “Daily Will Points (DWP)”. Whenever you, as a character, try to do something
extraordinary, the attempt will cost effort, or points, from your DWP pool. The Narrator will
determine how many Will Points an action costs based on a table later on in the detailed rules.
When you run out of will, you can’t do anything heroic again, until you rest. Going Heroic can
apply to any skill you attempt. Usually, it’s used for magic or combat, but it’s not limited to those
things.The process is similar to doing a non-heroic action. Here’s how it works:As the player, you
describe, in heroic detail, the epic thing you’re trying to do.The Narrator looks at the chart, and
decides on the DWP cost and the difficulty level.You mark the cost off of the DWP on your
character sheet, then roll the die. You add in any modifiers and Karma Points, as you can or
choose to. If you roll above the difficulty target, the action succeeds to whatever degree your roll
indicates. The Narrator notes your roll and allows for any defensive actions and rolls. The
Narrator renders the result in epic story form!Summary: Character advancement, assigning
points.At the end of the day’s gaming session, there are a few exciting steps to go through
before everyone packs up and scatters. First, Story Points are assigned. The narrator reviews
the scenes that were played, and each player gets a Story Point (SP) for each scene they were
in. Then, players vote for the “Play of the Game”. Players get SP for votes, and the winner gets
one or two extra. The Narrator also awards out any additional SP based on the details in the next
section. Second, The Narrator reviews the player’s actions, good or bad, and awards new Karma
Points.Finally, the players can spend their accumulated Story Points on skill bonuses and
improvement. This is how players advance and grow, ready for the bigger challenges in the next
gaming session!Playing the Game!Details and RulesNow that you have a feel for the basic flow
of the game, let’s start into the specifics and details. In this section, you’ll find the actual rules
and detailed guidelines for both players and Narrators, with examples and helpful
resources.Character CreationThe place to start the game, at least for the players, is in character
creation. Your character is who you will pretend to be during the course of the game. You’ll
imagine the hinges the Narrator will describe and respond with your character’s reactions. As
you create your character, from concept to stats and skills, you’ll be noting things on your
character record sheet. This will be your guide as you play as well. You’ll be able to check on
your bonuses, track your Story Points and skills, as well as your Karma.It’s a very important
record, and you’ll obviously want to keep track of it between gaming sessions, so you don’t
forget important details.Since it’s good to get familiar with the character record, we’re going to
create the character in order of the things on the sheet.Here’s the Character Record sheet, and
what each part means (keep in mind that much of it will make more sense as you play the



game):Character Name:Player Name:Adventure:Narrator:Concept:Personality traits:Backstory
Summary:EthnicityGenderTraitsStory RoleAbilityCombat RoleAbilitySTDXFTAWSCSkillAttrEffSki
llAttrEffLifeLifeLifeReputationSCAppearanceSCHeartsDamageMax Will PointsKarmaStory
PointsLevelWealthBlank character record sheets can also be downloaded and printed from
theherostale.com Character Name - This is the character’s made-up name.Player Name -
That’s where you put your own name, as the player.Adventure/World - Put the name of the
current adventure in this space. It will help you keep your characters sorted out. Also, we like to
keep our character sheets as momentos, so this helps you remember what they did!Narrator -
The name of the adventure’s NarratorConcept - This is a one or two sentence answer to the
question, “Who is this character?”Personality Traits - These are little quirks that the player can
represent in play. They help to make the paper character seem more like real flesh and
blood.Back Story Summary - This is a very important part of the character. This is a short story
of his or her life prior to adventuring. This is what is the basis for the character’s skills, beliefs,
and motivations. It answers, “Why is he or she an adventurer, now?”Ethnicity - Human, Elf,
Dwarf, Giant, etc..Gender - Male, Female, or whatever you like. Even though it’s typical for a
player to choose a character of the same gender, it’s not uncommon or untoward for a player to
play a character of another gender or orientation.Traits - These are things your character can do,
based on who they are in their backstory.Story Role - Leader, Lancer, Heart, Smart One, or Big
One. Next to this space you’ll put the abilities that come with that role.Combat Role - Offense,
Tank, Support. Next to this space you’ll put the abilities that come with that role.Attributes -
Strength - ST - This is how physically strong your character is, represented by a number from -3,
through 0, up to +3. Whenever your character attempts to do something strength related, like
lifting something heavy or swinging a huge club in combat, you’ll add your strength number (+ or
-) as a modifier to whatever you roll to see if you succeed.Dexterity - DX - These are handled just
the same as strength, above.Fortitude - FT - These are handled just the same as strength,
above.Awareness - AW - These are handled just the same as strength, above.Social - SC -
These are handled just the same as strength, above. Players may be required to make a social
roll, with this modifier, to determine their first impressions when meeting an NPC (Non-Player
Character).Skills - This is where you list your skills, acquired by spending Story Points. You’ll put
the name of the skill, the Attribute initial (ST, DX, FT, AW, or SC), and the bonus (+1, +2, +3,
etc...) or a note about it’s effect.Life/Living Skills - These are a special category of Awareness
skills. These are typical life skills that a character starts the game with. Again, these are handled
just the same as strength skills, above.Life/Hearts - This is how much damage you can take. If
you lose all your hearts (0 hearts), you’ll have to make a morale check and see if you run away
from the battle. If you take any more damage, there’s a chance you are “defeated”, and are out of
the scene.Damage - Here you can note when your character takes damage in combat or in
playing. If it goes to 0, you have to make a morale check to stay in the scene. If you go negative,
you’re defeated!Maximum Daily Will Points - As you use your powers, you’ll spend these points.
The more powerful your actions, the more WP they’ll cost. These WP replenish with rest, or at



the start of each in-game day.Karma - Each character starts play with 3 karma points that can be
used to alter die rolls. Each character can also get more karma points for doing good deeds in
the game. Karma points do NOT replenish automatically like WP do.Story Points - The current
count of story points. At the end of each session, and your new SP total up here. As you spend
them to acquire new skills or advance old ones, deduct that number here.Level - This is the
character level, which should be currently “Novice”. As the character lives and grows, he or she
would become an “Adventurer” or a “Veteran” and on up to “Champion”.Wealth - Is this character
poor, merchant class, wealthy gentry, or from a royal family?Possessions, Notes, History, and/or
Drawings - This is an extra space for anything you want! Blank copies of the character record
sheet can be downloaded as pdf files here (TheHerosTale.com).IdentityThe first spaces on the
sheet are for your character’s name, your own name, the name of the adventure you’re going on,
and the name of the Narrator. For the latter set of these spaces, your Narrator will tell you what to
put in place, but the character name is entirely up to you. If you’re at a loss for what to use as
your name, there are a lot of fantasy name generators online that can generate cool-sounding
names with their randomizing algorithms. Choose a common name in your own real life and just
change a few letters or symbols, so “Karen” can become “Karendle”, and “Edward” can become
“Eddiwarth”.You don’t have to have the name be symbolic of anything or have any hidden
meanings (unless you want it to). Just have fun with it.Conceptualizing Your CharacterAs we
previously noted, In some RPGs, you start by rolling dice to determine basic statistics and
capabilities, then form your character based on those rolls. The Hero’s Tale is much more
focused in the story, rather than the numbers, so the character begins with an idea, or a concept.
Here are some hints to accomplish this:Understand a bit about the worldIt’s often hard to come
up with a decent character concept until you understand a bit about the world where you’ll be
adventuring. The Narrator might show the players a map of the world, with terrain areas and
major cities marked. There might be areas populated by the major ethnic types, like the Elves,
the Dwarves, the Humans, etc... Understanding this context could help the players get initial
ideas of where their characters might be from and what they might be wanting.For example, in a
poverty-stricken, plague-ridden, rat-infested medieval desolation, it might be difficult for a
character to be a delicate fashionable princess. So, that player may want to have the character
begin in a more metropolitan setting. Knowing what’s in the world can help the players find
ideas.Develop the concept, the “summary”.A player might start the game with any of a number
of character types in mind, modeled after things seen on a screen or in the pages of a book.
These can be the basis for the concept of a character. While it’s OK to mimic what you’ve
already seen or read, you can also try to be original. Remember, also, that while strong and
beautiful characters can be wonderful, it’s often the quirky and unique concepts that are the
most interesting and the most fun to play. Follow the next steps to flesh out that concept. These
can be done in any order:Shape a vision, a concept, and motivation“I want to be a handsome,
dashing, swordsman who rescues swooning ladies in distress from ugly monsters!” “I want to be
a lone barbarian with a huge axe that hacks his way through deep forests and conquers evil!” “I



want to be a brilliant mage who travels the land looking for magical artifacts!”These are all
examples of good, yet pretty trite, character concepts. You could run with any of these and have
a great game. But, let’s think of a few others, maybe not so typical:“I want to be a wandering
master of lore that travels from town to town finding the sources of legends!” “I want to be a
sneaky bounty hunter, with magical traps, who will chase down bad guys for the highest
bidder!”Another way to add some depth to the character (even the traditional ones) is by
defining their motives. Ask yourself, “Why?” as in, “Why is this character leaving their home to
become an adventurer?”For example, let’s look at that first character: “I want to be a handsome,
dashing, swordsman who rescues swooning ladies in distress from ugly monsters!" Why?
"Because when he was young his sister was carried off by a party of raiding goblins, and now he
wants to find her!” Suddenly the character has reasons and focus. This gives the character more
depth.ArchetypesIn literature and history in our own real world, there are recurring character
ideas called “Archetypes”. Also, within the realms of RPG’s (online and tabletop) there are some
common themes. We’ve listed a few below. These might help you to come up with some
character ideas of your own. You don’t have to use these, but look them over. Always remember
that your own imagination (and the world they will adventure in) are the only limitations.The Hero
- Strong, competent, and courageous, they take the lead to do what is necessary to accomplish
the quest. Usually very idealistic and highly motivated.The Shadow - This is a character who is
struggling with his/her darker side, who is trying to do the right thing, but is often drawn toward
bad choices.The Innocent - These are young, even naive, characters, exploring a harsh and
uncaring world. Often they are forced from comfortable homes by circumstances beyond their
control. Sometimes they transform into heroes.The Altruist - Emotional and self-sacrificing, these
characters will constantly seek the good of the party as well as the good of the world. They can
interact well with people and understand their needs, but sometimes, their purity can clash with
practicality!The Trickster - These characters are often the comic relief, or the sneaky pranksters.
They have interesting personality quirks that are often in conflict. They can be irritating, but also
are effective in a party to fool or undermine an enemy.The Rebel - This character doesn’t like the
status quo, or the social order. They want to shake things up and change what they see is
wrong.The Explorer - Explorers are fascinated by the idea of learning and experiencing as much
as possible of the great, wide world. The vision of going on quests and journeying to far lands is
exciting in and of itself, regardless of the end goal.Here are also some suggestions in the form of
common RPG character types:Sword Swinger - The image of a strong one swinging a sword,
axe, or warhammer is a classic of fantasy literature. Whether in armor, or a barbarian’s loincloth,
they’re all about the fight. Seize the priority! Sword Swingers typically have a high strength, and a
high fortitude.The Rogue - The rogue lives on the edge of the law, and on the edge of the social
order. While it can be difficult to trust these types, they can often be very helpful to a party who
needs a lock picked to escape, or needs to have a trap disarmed. Plus, they can be pretty good
in a scrap! The rogue will usually have a high dexterity for quickness and stealth, and awareness
skills like perception.Wizard - Stoked up on supernatural powers, the wizard is often like the



artillery of a party. In a fight, they can often take out multiple opponents with a single fireball or
frost wave, and can change a challenging situation into a gain with a simple twist on reality.
Wizards can be of all types of supernatural powers, wielding light, shadow, nature, fire, mental or
dimensional powers. The wizard is all about awareness, but some mages draw on their social
nature instead.Seeker - The Seeker is an interesting twist. This is a character whose skill base
isn’t in fighting or magic, but lore, knowledge, and social interaction. They are able to find
answers to questions, find help when it’s needed, and find their way through a dark forest. The
seeker will probably not have good fighting skills, but will have a high awareness and social
ratings. They will have skills like Knowledge, Hint, and Persuasion.Healer/Support - The Support
character usually doesn’t rush into combat. Instead they will stay back and use supernatural
powers to strengthen those out front. This is typically done by healing their wounds, boosting
their morale, and blessing their attacks. Healers will have high Awareness to get the
supernatural life and healing skills needed. Support might also have a high fortitude to stay alive
and focused!These are just ideas and suggestions to help you come up with what you want your
own character summary to be. As you’re creating your summary, a good general suggestion is
to resist the temptation to base your character on a magic item. There are exceptions, but think
of who your character IS rather than what they HAVE. They can find or acquire magic items as
the game progresses. ConceptFirst, summarize your character in 2-3 short sentences, once you
have the concept in mind.. This is just a rough idea. Then the next step is to begin fleshing it out
with some character details.Personality TraitsWhat is your character like? What are his/her
quirky traits? What shapes his/her viewpoint? Identify 2-3 words that describe your character’s
dominant personality traits. Make these consistent, and keep in mind that strange ones and
problematic ones can often make for much more fun and interesting characters and situations.
Below are some suggestions:AdaptabilityAggressivenessAgreeablenessAltruismAssertivenessA
uthoritarianismConformityConscientiousnessCourageCreativityCrueltyCuriosityCynicismDefensi
venessDishonestyDeterminedEgalitarianismEgotismEmotional instabilityEmotional stabilityEmp
athyExtraversionFemininityGreedHardinessHonestyHumilityImpulsivityIndependenceIntegrityIntr
oversionIrritabilityLikabilityLoyaltyMasculinityModestyMoodinessNarcissismNeed for approvalNe
rvousnessNeuroticismNonconformityNurturanceObedienceOpenmindednessOptimismParanoia
PassivenessPerceptivenessPerfectionismPersistencePessimismRebelliousnessRisk takingSelf
controlSelfishnessSensation
seekingSensitivitySeriousnessSincerityTimidityToleranceVengefulnessAny others you can think
ofGenderYou can choose to play any gender you wish, male, female, or in between. It can match
your own gender or not. It can be obvious in play, or obscured. It does not necessarily have to
impact the stats or skills you choose as you carry on creating your character.While we’ve often
played games that included various romantic pairings, since we intend The Hero’s Tale to be a
family-friendly game, we have kept the sexual references very much to a minimum, and certainly
any hints at sexual activity would happen “off-screen” or “out-of-game”. As a result, gender is
more for flavor than mechanics in the flow of the game. EthnicityRPGs often talk about the racial



attributes of character types. There are two big problems with this. One is, of course, the
stereotyping of the various races. Who says you can't be a smart, studious giant? Or an elf that
dislikes magic?Another problem with this is that it ignores the possibility of cultures within
cultures. A human that lives his life in a remote farming village will be different from one that was
raised in the court of a noble family in a big city. A wood elf may be very different from a high
elf. Players should choose an ethnicity of origin. Later, you can choose to use this ethnicity as
the basic rationale for the traits they choose, but you’re not limited to the ones that are typical for
any one race. Here are a few ideas that we used in the world of Wynne. These are pretty typical
of most fantasy realms and stories. Notice, however, that none of them have been branded as
inherently “good” or “evil”. That would be determined by the point of view of the nation and the
choices of the individual.Human: You know, humans. A typical male will be about 6’ tall.
Adaptations: Since humans are often a sort of “baseline standard” in much of fantasy literature,
there really aren’t a lot of suggested adaptations.High elf: In the land of Wynne, High elves are
thin, with typically light or even white hair and sharply pointed ears, and are usually about 4-5’
tall. They tend to have more bonuses in the personal, rather than physical attributes, and might
have traits that tend toward the magical. Perception or Knowledge might be higher. If they are in
the military they might have more physical attributes bonuses.Wood elf: Wood elves are
generally a bit more physical than the High elves, and tend to live remotely. They might tend to
have bonuses in Dexterity and Fortitude and skills in nature magic and woodland living. They
might have better vision in darkness. In Wynne, they also have pointed ears, but the tips tend to
lie more flat against the head than the high elves.Other elves: In the land of Wynne, the two
primary ethnicities are the high elves and the wood elves. However, tales and legends refer to
other elvish peoples beyond the immediate lands. These include the dark elves, the cloud elves,
the sea elves (who are essentially merfolk), the sand elves, snow elves, and peoples who
physically adapted to whatever biome they ended up in. If you decide to make a player character
from one of these ethnicities, you can choose your attributes and skills to match how you
imagine their culture to be. If you do, send us what you come up with. It might become canon!
Giants: The giants of Wynne are tall, mostly stocky hominids, typically anywhere from 8 to 15
feet in height. They usually have high bonuses in strength and fortitude, and often have high
awareness or social attributes as well. Their primary city is high in the western Graemal
Mountains, and many of them have found an economic niche driving trade barges up and down
the branches of the Wynne Rivers between the various nations. Many of the giantish river
runners use nature magic to drive their barges upstream against the currents.Dwarves: These
are stocky, but strong hominids of about 3’-4’ height. They value strength and fortitude attributes.
In the land of Wynne, there are two dwarven ethnicities, each living in mountain ranges. The
eastern dwarves are isolated, and have few interactions with other nations. They are known to
be great artificers, making the finest weaponry and working to fuse magic and machines. The
western dwarves are more amicable toward other ethnicities, engaging in travel and trade
particularly in resources and raw materials like precious metals and gems. They tend to have



excellent vision in the dark and mountaineering skills, but culturally look down on
magics. Khelnar: The Khelnar (see page 107, 120) are lizard people that spawn and live mostly
in swamps and forests, but also less commonly in other regions. They are 3-4 feet high,
depending on the type. They have a history of being antagonistic toward humans and wood
elves in particular, mostly out of competition for living space and resources within and near the
Umbrawood Forest. There are many different clans, in different lands and biomes, and these
clans are indicated by the “crowns” (the protrusions down the back of the head, neck, and
spine). These are shaped differently depending on the lineage an individual is born into. They
speak their own language, and tend to not mingle with other ethnicities. They value strength and
awareness, and their mages tend toward nature, striking, and shadow types. They’ll often have
high dexterities, and skills that enable them to move and act quickly in their favored
environments. In most hominid cities, however, they would be very out of place.Felisian: The
Felisians are a nomadic race of hominid great cats, living primarily in the grasslands between
the Emberfire and Eastern Mountains. There are many prides, typically led by a lion, though
including many different types of cat. They are known for their artisans and crafting skills. They
commonly have greater strength, fortitude, and social attribute bonuses. Many will have traits
like keen vision or silent motion.Fairies/pixies and other fae folk can be anywhere from 6” tall to
as much as 2’ high. Some, particularly the smaller ones, will be winged and be able to fly, others
not. They tend to have higher personal attributes and lower physical bonuses. They tend to be
very skilled in all forms of magic. Much of human culture distrusts the fae, and the dislike is
mutual, though they do interact and trade out of necessity. They have common supportive
interactions with the wood elves, but the high elves tend to look down on them. While there are
individuals and small family groups living in all parts of the land, particularly the Umbrawood
Forest, they have tended to congregate and establish their cities in the south eastern islands off
the coast of portstown. They will often have skills in lore, languages, commerce, and
histories.Non-hominid/Animal/Creature/Hybrid: Wanna play a dragon? A werewolf or other
lycanthrope? A hawk or an owl? Any of these are possibilities, though you might need to consult
with your Narrator to see how to fit the character into the story and the setting. What would their
traits be? What would their culture be? Would they even be able to speak with the hominids in
the party or in encounters? Make it up and play it! Then come to TheHerosTale.com and tell us
about it!We reinforce the concept that these descriptions are overarching cultural tendencies.
Any individual character may be created any way that you please, and backstories can be
created to justify the unique variations. Characters of mixed ethnicities can be easily created, for
example. These can be genetic blends of a mixed parentage, or cultural blends due to adoptions
or other childhood circumstances.Also, for the world of Wynne, many of these cultures have
been developed and explored in the novelizations of “A Tale of Heroes”. These are a series of
stories and adventures set in Wynne, using the optional characters provided for the sample
adventure included in the reference section of this book. Reading these stories will give you a
more in-depth feeling for the cultures, beliefs, and interactions of these various ethnicities within



the continent. They can be found at ATaleOfHeroes.comOf course, if you or your Narrator
creates a world of your own, then you can set up the cultures and ethnicities as you please. One
of our adventure settings was an anthropomorphic world, where EVERY character was some
kind of animal/hominid hybrid. For our Sci-Fi/Space adventure, we created four or five primary
worlds, each with a dominant space-faring species. Generalized beliefs, motivations, and politics
were all over space! Let your imaginations run!BackstoryAll of this conceptual work we've been
talking about comes together in the backstory. Where is your character from? What has he/she
done with his life so far? What has happened to your character to make him/her want to go
adventuring? The more you can spell out at the beginning, the more your character will feel real
to you, and the better your roleplaying and storytelling will be. Write a short paragraph or two for
your backstory. There’s no minimum or maximum words, but there isn’t much space on the
sheet. So just make it quick and clear. You can write out the full story later!As you do this, keep in
mind that your character is probably starting out at the beginning of adventuring life, and so,
might not yet be able to do all the wondrous and powerful things that you saw a character do in
that movie on TV. Characters’ abilities and skills will grow as they adventure more and more.The
backstory and concept should be done first. Often, players, in a rush to “get to the game”, will
throw together some stats and begin playing without even knowing the character’s name, much
less its personality or motivations. Remember that The Hero’s Tale is mostly about the story, not
the numbers or even the dice, though all three have a part in the experience.(Note to the
Narrator: Using the backstories is a great way to introduce characters into the game scenes, and
provide rationales for why they’ve ended up in the same party on the same adventure. Draw on
the backstories to provide mentors, enemies, friends, and nemeses throughout the adventure.
Exploit the personality traits, and especially the quirks! Also, if a player comes to the game with a
particularly vibrant backstory, it’s OK to award them extra Story Points to start with - more on that
later.)StatisticalThe first part of the character process was conceptual. In it, you figured out who
your character is and what they’re like. Once you’ve figured out your character's background,
personality, and role, the time comes to begin quantifying these concepts into bits that work with
game mechanics to actually facilitate play. Most of these things are applied to the game as
modifiers to either die rolls or Difficulty Levels (+/-DF), but a few of them will impact the game in
other ways. Some of these bonuses and abilities will simply be chosen, according to the rules,
and others will be “bought” using your starting Story Points (SP).Typically, when starting with
completely new characters, as absolute beginners, 25-30 SP is a nice start. As the Narrator, you
might want your characters to begin with more experience and skill, so you could start them with
40-50, or even 100 SP. It’s all up to you, based on the difficulty of your campaign. For your first
game, it’s recommended that you start small.As the player, you’ll go on in the game from scene
to scene, from session to session, and as you contribute to the story, you’ll earn more SP, which
you can then spend after gaming sessions to improve your current attributes and skills, or learn
new skills.In any case, it’s important to remember that, as you’re creating the details of your
character, to keep the character in mind. In other words, instead of simply adding up numbers



and bonuses to be the most powerful figure on the table, try to flesh out the character idea that
you actually created. If you imagined a sleek and nimble rogue that isn’t too conspicuous, then a
+3 strength and lots of social skills is probably not what you’re looking for. Yes, +3 strength would
help in combat, but then the rogue’s dexterity and stealth skills would also be powerful in the
right circumstances.
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